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SELECTED WORKS

Kiosk, Jambes, Namur

Cultural center, Schaerbeek

Toy library + 3 Housing, Schweitzer Place

Collective housing, Brussels canal

Agricultural center, Kilkenny (Ireland)

Infrastructure Absorption, Karkadooma, Delhi

Europan 13 Competition, Gilly, Charleroi



INFRASTRUCTURE ABSORPTION
SITE KARKADOOMA, DELHI, INDE
STUDIO PROJECT in Fifth Year, December 2014

Programme: T.O.D. Experimental project for 80.000 people

SCALE L // The concept T.O.D. (transit oriented developed) is experimented on the Karka-

dooma site, located in the east of Delhi and designed for a population of 80.000 people. 

It aims to resolve a demographic issue that Delhi has to cope today. Situated between 

two subway stations, the no man’s land offers a great potential of urbanity and connec-

tivity. In the perspective of sustainable development, the project promotes the strategy 

of the «pedestrian city». The masterplan links connections by two main roads to weave 

the site fragment to the urban fabric. It lets the possibility for its new inhabitants 

to create their city through urban rules pre-established. So that, it will give to the 

project a coherent disorder in its evolution. Buildings take form following their need 

and the changements in time. Only the infrastructure layer is designed.  



3. PUBLIC FUNCTIONS IN THE GROUND FLOOR

1. FRONT: ABSORPTION STRATEGY  

4. HEIGHTS VARIATIONS

# DISPOSITIF: BLOCK

2. VERTICALITY

PLAN TYPE

SCALE M

Two subways line go over 

the site at the height of 

15 and 20 meters. This 

particular situation 

creates a forced break 

between the rail infras-

tructure and the residen-

tial site. This project 

experimented the absorp-

tion strategy to resolve 

the confrontation between 

those scale. 



ABSORPTION BY THE INFRASTRUCTURE
=

DEFINE THE ESPLANADE THAT CONCEN-
TRATES THE MAIN FLUX OF THE SITE

ABSORPTION OF THE INFRASTRUCTURE
=

LAYERS CREATING A FILTER BETWEEN 
THE ESPLANADE AND THE BLOCK

LIMIT OF INFRASTRUCTURE INFLUENCE
NO CONSTRAINT

# ABSORPTION STRATEGIES DISSECTION IN SLICES 



# SCALE S - HOUSING CATALOG _ BUILDING A

12M2 / PERSON
SO, 80 HOUSINGS FOR 560 PEOPLE

24M2 STUDIO
1Couple

48M2 STUDIO
Family of 4 
people

96m2
Family of 8 
people

96m2
Family of 12 
people

NUIT JOURSERVI
CES



# INFORMAL ACTIVITY IN THE ESPLANADE
Three sort of microstructures are identified: the sel-
ler who has a fixed structure, the one sitting on the 
road and the peddler. Informal economy takes forms 
from fixed trade points and uses the esplanade as a 
seller space. They become catalyst points of the site. 

INFORMAL DEVELOPMENT
IN THE ESPLANADE

INFORMAL DEVELOPMENT AROUND THE
INFRASTRUCTURE = BLOCK

OVERFLOWING OF THE INFORMAL BLOCK

FUNCTIONAL PLUG ON THE FACADE WHERE 
INFORMAL ECONOMY IS TRANSPLANTED

CHAOTIC EVOLUTION RATIONAL STRUCTURATION OF 
INFORMAL ECONOMY => ABSURB! 



EUROPAN 13 COMPETITION 
«THE ADAPTABLE CITY» IN GILLY, CHARLEROI

COMPETITION PROJECT in Fifth Yeaht, June 2015

Programm: Restructuration of the town hall place 

The site of the competition is located in a block of Gilly, Charleroi’s borough. The 

issue is to restructure the urban fabric of the city center weakened by infrastructure 

operations inside the block (the town hall, schools, library). For settling the conflict 

between infrastructure scale and housing scale, the project proposal suggests creating 

an architectural promenade with several places that feed activities dynamic.

A housing project is standed around the town hall and draws a central place where market 

and events can take place. Acting like an object influenced by its context, the building 

twists and extrudes following its close environment. Public functions are located in the 

ground floor faced to the main place. In the next floors, housings are developed following 

three typologies etablished on two or three plans. This development gives the impression 

that the inhabitants live in a house.  



MASTERPLAN



BASE VOLUME DESIGNING TWO PLACES

GROUND FLOOR 

TREATEMENT OF PARTICULAR POINTS OF 
THE SITE

1. CALL TO THE ENTRANCE OF THE PLACE
2. SQUARE IN FRONT OF THE SCHOOL
3. TRANSITION ANGLE
4. FRONT DEFINING A SQUARE
5. SPLITTED FRONT AA’ CROSS SECTION THROUGH THE MAIN PLACE

TYPOLOGY A

TYPOLOGY B TYPOLOGY C

A 

A 



base volume

volume twisted
square in front of the school 

pyramidal evolution
focal point in the site

volume extruded = new connections with 
the park and the road

UNFOLDED ELEVATION



KIOSK IN NAMUR 
JAMBES, REINE ASTRID PARK

COMPETITION PROJECT in First Year, NOVEMBER 2010

Program: Cultural project for the city of Namur 

A kiosk is a place of gathering, like a point where people are attracted. Its dimensions 

are closed to the human’s dimensions which makes easier its physical interactions. For 

this reason, the kiosk comes to meet walkers on their promenade. To create a physical 

interaction, the project tends to cut off the limits of the kiosk scene and the exteriour 

space by creating a confusing in-between space. Based on the existing elements which are 

the grass and the pathways, the project knits a formal dialogue with the park. 

The kiosk takes form at the frontier of the grass and the pathways. It comes out as the 

result of a gathering. The pathways and the grass intertwine without overwhelming and 

create a space that belongs both to one and to the other. Setting up at this location, 

everyone can live the kiosk experience.



ELEVATION MASS PLAN



CULTURAL CENTER
SCHAERBEEK, MASUI STREET
STUDIO PROJECT in Second Year, NOVEMBER 2012

Program: Center of interpretation for the city and the environment

This project for Schaerbeek aims to promote the identity of the city by etablishing a 

«interpretation center» for educational and environmental purposes where local exhibi-

tions, meetings and debates can occur. Located at the intersection of the old Seine ri-

verbed (vaulted and became a green fallow) and Masui street, the proposal tends to weave 

a link with the green space.  The architectural langage results from model researchs 

based on Oteiza’s sculptures reinterpretation whose work exploits the relation betwenn 

void and volume. The folding walls define spaces but they are never closed. The skin is 

treated as an permeable membrane: openings in the wall frame the landscape and give a 

feeling of confusion betwenn out and in. The lenght shape of the field organizes the 

architecture as an promenade where the presence of the park follows the visitor anywhere 

he is. It invites him to the discovering of the center walking in different sequences 

of space.





GROUND FLOOR

FIRST FLOOR



TOY LIBRARY + COLLECTIVE HOUSING
BERGUEM-STE-AGATHE, PLACE SCHWEITZER
STUDIO PROJECT in Second Year, JUNE 2012

Program: 3 HOUSING AND A COLLECTIVE EQUIPMENT

The project meets the context by an oblique implantation calling the Schweitzer place. A 

toy libray as a play space for children and teenages, is etablished on the ground floor. 

The main focus of the proposal questions the meaning of playing. The project answers to 

it by a free form space where movements can not be stopped. Spaces are shaped by func-

tional blocks that let them flexible and modular but easily readable. 

The second question asks what «live» means? There is no a good or bad answer to it because 

every family has a way to live. The proposal is a house with the basic function plus a 

polyvalent space where family can transform depending on their needs. Three housings 

gravitate on the toy library. Each house is organized as a functional block in a skin 

block. The functional block contains the night functions, the bathroom and the rooms. Its 

position lets a void, the living space. The resulted spatiality has no linear hierarchy 

but englobes a universe as an nest hanging on a branch of tree. 
VIEW FROM

THE SCHWEITZER PLACE



AXONOMETRIC GROUND FLOOR



FIRST FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

ENTRANCE

POLYVALENT 
SPACE

Each housing has a polyvalent space. Here are 

some proposals of space: an working office, a play 

room for children or teenage, a library, ...



COLLECTIVE HOUSING
LIVE ALONG A CANAL
STUDIO PROJECT in Third Year, December 2012

Program: Social Housings

The masterplan was developped on an industrial wasteland faced to the Brussel canal. The 

intention is to create a housing block separated from the existing one by a linear park.

The existing block is reconstituted thanks to a long volume (housing building) that 

redraws its form. It defines two green spaces: the linear park and a space behind the 

building. This disposition is subjected to two urbanistic conditions: one is embed in 

the corner of the existing block and the other gets a privileged environment, free from 

constraint.  Three typologies are developped to take advantage of the perspectives 

offering by green spaces: each one is transverse and has at least two views. There are 

organised following a logic of container.

ELEVATION EAST

SITE PLAN 

CLOSING BLOCK SUNLIGHT TWO URBANISTIC 
CONDITIONS

VIEWS RESEARCH



LOGEMENT TYPE

GROUND FLOOR



STUDIO PROJECT in Fourth Year, June 2014

Programme: Public building along the river

The agricultural center, situated at Clomnel, city in the north of Waterford (Ireland) 

aims to reconcile city to nature and to gather its inhabitans around a collectif garden 

kitchen. Clomnel and its green pieces (as its park) seem to turn back to the river and 

don’t exploit its natural potentiel as a urban ressource. The walking along the river 

has only one access but barely visible and informal. 

This project tends to encourage social and solidary economy and so that, the identity of 

the city. It starts as a sort of branche that ensures the transition between the main 

road of the city and the river, between civilization and nature. Its evolution changes 

over time: the architecture grows in the same time than its inhabitants activities. The 

experimental farmer takes place on the branche and becomes a meeting and sharing place. 

Around that, sharing kitchen gardens flourish and are organised following a grid with the 

square as module. 

AGRICULTURAL COMMUNITY
CLOMNEL, IRELAND, ALONG SUIR RIVER



By creating a project that involve people in the nature, we encourage its 

potential in the everyday life of the city as an identity ressource. The 

implication of people in this center give a sense to architecture that 

finds its own fundament. Located to the site where nature is strongly pres-

ent, the architectural concept tries to create a new dialogue between  the 

landscape and the building by intercepting visual sequences. It integrates 

nature in the architectural composition by connecting closely people to the 

landscape with a interpenetration relationship of nature in the building.

CROSS SECTION THROUGTH THR RIVER SUIR GROUND FLOOR PLAN



KITCHEN GARDENS SECTION


